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Abstract

Within the next decades, robots will need to be able to execute a large variety of tasks autonomously in a large variety of environments. To relax the resulting programming effort, a knowledge-enabled approach to robot programming can be adopted to organize information in re-usable knowledge pieces. However, for the ease of re-use, there needs to be an agreement on the meaning of terms. A common approach is to represent these terms using ontology languages that conceptualize the respective domain. In this work, we will review projects that use ontologies to support robot autonomy. We will systematically search for projects that fulfill a set of inclusion criteria, and compare them with each other with respect to the scope of their ontology, what types of cognitive capabilities are supported by the use of ontologies, and which is their application domain.

1 Introduction

In the next decades, research and industry are expected to develop a large variety of autonomous robots for a large variety of tasks and environments. The envisioned robots include, for example, domestic service robots preparing meals, setting the dinner table, and cleaning it up; agriculture robots monitoring fields, analyzing the growth of plants, detecting and classifying plant diseases, cultivating the fields, and collecting the harvest; and robots in retail stores doing the inventory, and replenishing the shelves if needed. One of the biggest challenges is that every combination of task, robot, and environment requires a specific robot control program.
One way to make the resulting programming effort feasible is to adopt a knowledge-enabled robot programming paradigm (Beetz, Jain, et al. 2012). The basic idea of knowledge-enabled programming is to separate knowledge from the program, and to modularize it into small broadly applicable chunks, such as grasp objects by their handles, hold filled containers upright, do not squeeze breakable items too hard, etc. For example, the program would ask: How should I pick up the object in front of me? A reasoning mechanism would then collect the relevant knowledge units and combine them in order to propose the appropriate grasp.

The advantage of knowledge-based approaches to robot programming is that these knowledge pieces apply to many applications and can dramatically accelerate the realization of new robot applications. For instance, the knowledge about safety in industrial collaborative robotic environments is general and applies to several different tasks that humans and robots can perform cooperatively. Therefore, knowledge-enabled programming empowers programmers to write control programs that are fairly independent of tasks, robots, and environments, and to state the necessary knowledge about the tasks, robots, and environments as separate modular knowledge bases. Particularly promising is the concept of web-based knowledge services such as RoboEarth (Waibel et al. 2011) and openEASE (Beetz, Tenorth, and Winkler 2015) that enable robots to collect and share knowledge of many robots.

The sharing of knowledge between different robots, and between different subsystems of a single robot’s control system requires that concepts used for communicating knowledge are machine understandable and consistent. Consider, for example, the knowledge chunk grasp objects by their handles. This knowledge chunk can only be effectively transferred between different robot applications if the robot generating the knowledge chunk, and the one using it agree on the meaning of grasping, objects, and handles. Thus, it is needed to define the conceptualization of these terms in a machine-understandable form that is accepted by robots generating and using this knowledge. This is exactly what ontologies are for.

In this article, we present a review on works about ontologies for autonomous robot’s applications. We are interested in particular frameworks that employ ontologies to support robot autonomy rather than on particular ontologies that are designed for robots.

The presented work has been conducted in the context of the IEEE-SA P1872.2 Standard for Autonomous Robotics (AuR) Ontology, originated as a sub-group of IEEE WG Ontologies for Robotics and Automation (ORA). The IEEE ORA WG started as a study group in early 2011 and became an official working group in November 2011. Since the beginning, IEEE ORA WG was divided into subgroups which were each in charge of studying a specific robotics and automation sub-domain, such as robotic task and autonomous robotics.

There have been several other authors discussing literature about topics related to ontologies and robotics. Some of which are focused on particular robotic tasks, and compare different knowledge-based approaches with respect to their suitability for the investigated task. For example, Thosar et al. (Thosar et al. 2018) investigate the suitability of nine robot knowledge bases for the task of replacing missing objects, that play a role in a task (e.g. a tool), with similar ones. Our work here is similar in that we also look into different robot knowledge bases, but not from the perspective of a specific task but rather from the more general viewpoint of how ontologies support robot autonomy. Another similar study is presented by Paulius et al. (Paulius and Sun 2018) where the authors provide a discussion on different knowledge representation principles with respect to how the knowledge is acquired, represented, and re-used in robotic systems. Based on this discussion, the authors argue that a set of key-components must be implemented for any "sufficient" knowledge representation for robots. The purpose of the work presented in our article is rather to draw a landscape of how ontologies are used to support robot autonomy, instead of proposing a list of key functionalities.

The contributions of this work are:

https://standards.ieee.org/project/1872_1.html
https://standards.ieee.org/project/1872_2.html
Ontology-based Approaches to Robot Autonomy

• A classification of ontology-based approaches to robot autonomy; and
• a discussion of existing approaches in autonomous robotics that use ontologies to support autonomy, and a comparison of them.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide background information about the two disciplines in whose intersection this work revolves: ontologies and autonomous robots. In Section 3, we discuss a classification scheme for approaches that use ontologies to support robot autonomy, which is used to compare several approaches that fulfill a set of inclusion criteria in Section 4. Finally, the paper concludes with a discussion in Section 5.

2 Basics of ontology and autonomous robotics

In this section, we first introduce ontology as a knowledge artifact, and list some ontology classifications that are relevant for later discussion. Then, we review the terminology used in autonomous robotics, and some of the (computational) problems and capabilities that are considered essential for agent’s autonomy.

2.1 Ontologies

One of the first attempts to define ontology was made by Gruber in (Gruber 1993) stating: an ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization. Gruber’s definition was informal and several authors tried to refine it either by specifying what a conceptualization is (Guarino and Giaretta 1995), or by adding further requirements like being formal and shared (Borst, Akkermans, and Top 1997; Studer, V. Benjamins, and Fensel 1998). We had to wait another decade to settle the problem. In Guarino et al. (Guarino, Oberle, and Staab 2009) a technical discussion of the terminology was presented and a formal definition of ontology was finally given. Starting from Gruber’s intuition that an ontology depends on a conceptualization, Guarino et al. explain that a conceptualization is (mathematically speaking) an intentional relational structure, i.e., a domain of discourse (a set of entities), a set of possible worlds (possible layouts of the entities), and a set of relations (stating which properties entities have in each possible world). Once the formal notion of conceptualization is given, it suffices to fix a vocabulary and the ontological principles one commits to, the so-called ontological commitments. The purpose of the commitments is to constrain the interpretation of the vocabulary to the given conceptualization. At this point, an ontology is defined to be a logical theory consisting of a set of formulas whose models approximates as well as (formally) possible the intended models, i.e., those models that satisfy the conceptualization and the ontological commitments.

Since an ontology is a logical theory, it consists of individuals, classes, functions, relations and axioms. The exact list changes depending on the specific logic language one adopts. Usually, an ontology is given in First-Order Logic (FOL), or in Web Ontology Language (OWL). Individuals are the objects in the ontology, the things the ontology is about. Classes are properties and are used to identify the individuals that satisfy that property. Functions provide ways to identify and relate individuals. Relations are connections across individuals. Axioms are expressions in the language that use the previous elements to state what is true in the ontology.

In domain studies, the term ontology is used to refer to a variety of things. For instance, for Chandrasekaran et al. (Chandrasekaran, Josephson, and V. R. Benjamins 1998) an ontology is a representation vocabulary specialized to some domain and constrained by a conceptualization. It is also understood as a domain theory about objects, properties and relationships among those objects that are possible within a specified domain of knowledge. The purpose of an ontology in this sense is to provide the knowledge structure for a particular domain, therefore, it focuses only on the viewpoint taken within the domain, and it includes the relevant concepts for working in such domain. In the literature, this latter use of the term is known as domain ontology while the characterization introduced by Guarino and colleagues (Guarino, Oberle, and Staab 2009) is
Figure 1 Different classifications of ontologies explained in this work. They are based on: (a) the language used to write the ontology and (b) the hierarchical level of the ontology.

general encompassing domain as well as foundational ontologies that contain very general terms applicable across all domains.

Developing a domain ontology, one provides the description of a particular domain without challenging the ontological perspective. The purpose is to make the domain knowledge explicit and formal, i.e., to fix in a formal language the vocabulary and what the experts’ consider its correct interpretation including the valid assertions in the domain. A domain ontology can help to achieve data and model interchangeability within and across communities.

It is worth noting that there is no unique conceptualization of a domain. Having suitable domain ontologies helps to clarify the differences as well as to compare the conceptualizations.

2.1.1 Types of ontologies

Ontologies can be classified along many dimensions. In the Figure 1, it is depicted a graph containing the two classifications of ontologies considered along this work.

A classification based on the characteristics of the language used for the ontology is presented by Uschold and Gruninger (M. Uschold and Gruninger 1996). It shows that the term ‘ontology’ is sometimes used vaguely. That classification divides ontologies in four classes: (a) highly informal, (b) semi-informal, (c) semi-formal and (d) rigorously formal. However, following our previous discussion, we observe that the first class is not talking about ontologies: it refers to linguistic resources or to knowledge repositories in an early phase of ontology construction.

Since the language of the ontology constrains how the ontology can be used in an information system, this kind of classification is of primary relevance in the context of this paper. The first distinction we introduce is between informal and formal languages. By informal we mean a language which does not have an associated formal semantics, like Resource Description Framework (RDF), (part of) Unified Modeling Language (UML) and Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN). They are mostly dedicated to representation tasks and syntactic manipulation. Automatic reasoning on these languages is not reliable because there is no systematic way to constrain their interpretation. By formal we mean a language endowed with formal (e.g., Tarskian) semantics, that is, languages whose interpretation is formally established. These languages, among which we find FOL and OWL, are suitable for knowledge representation and reasoning since they
are based on clear and exhaustive syntactic and semantic rules. They are the most reliable languages we have available in science. Among the formal languages, a further distinction is of interest to us: decidable vs undecidable languages. Here decidable means that, given a logical theory expressed in that language, there exists a method for determining whether an arbitrary formula is derivable or not in the theory. Since ontologies are special logical theories, an ontology written in a decidable language is decidable. A language is called undecidable if it is not decidable. An ontology that uses a decidable language is also called *computational* since it can be used at run-time for information extraction and verification, e.g., OWL DL. A formal ontology, which is not computational, like FOL and OWL Full, is not appropriate for such role since, when queried, it might not return an answer. Since in application purposes the answer to a query might need to be available very quickly, decidability is enriched with computational complexity considerations (Papadimitriou 2003).

Ontology classifications usually divide ontological systems in upper-level, reference, domain and application. An *upper-level ontology* is an ontology that focuses on widely applicable concepts like object, event, state, quality, and high-level relations like part hood, constitution, participation, dependence. Examples are SUMO (Suggested Upper Merged Ontology) (Niles and Pease 2001), Cyc ontology (Lenat and Guha 1990), BFO (Basic Formal Ontology) (Arp, Smith, and Spear 2015) and DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering) (C. Masolo et al. 2003).

A *reference ontology* is an ontology that focuses on a discipline with the goal of fixing the general terms in it. It is highly reusable within the discipline, e.g., medical, engineering, enterprise, etc. (Guarino 1998). When the ontology focuses in a more limited area, e.g. manufacturing or tourism, we call it a *domain ontology*. This kind of ontology provides vocabulary about concepts within a domain and their relationships, about the activities taking place in that domain, and about the theories and elementary principles governing that domain. The concepts in domain ontologies are mostly specializations of concepts already defined in upper-level and in reference ontologies, and the same might occur with the relations (Gómez-Pérez, Fernández-López, and Corcho 2004). An *application ontology* contains all the definitions needed to model the knowledge required for a particular application, e.g., a CAD/CAM system or an ERP. Another major classification system is useful to differentiate reference and domain ontologies, and focuses on topic coverage. The Enterprise ontology (Mike Uschold et al. 1998), the Process Specification Language (Grüninger 2004) and CORA (Schlenoff et al. 2012) are examples that fall into this classification. There are different ways to classify topics as shown by the variety of library classification systems around the world.

### 2.2 Autonomous robotics

Autonomy is a desirable quality for robotic agents in many application domains, especially when the robot needs to act in real-world environments together with other agents, and when the environment changes in unforeseeable ways. Robot autonomy is further critical when employed under certain legal and ethical constraints (e.g., a robot assistance at the hospital, or an industrial collaborative robot cooperating with humans). Apart from the dictionary and subjective definitions, there exist several attempts to define the term. However, no broad consensus on this matter has been reached so far. Beer et al. (Beer, Fisk, and W. A. Rogers 2014) present a comprehensive analysis of existing definitions in several domains including robotics. The definition of *autonomy* provided by the authors is the following one:

*The extent to which a robot can **sense** its environment, **plan** based on that environment, and **act** upon that environment with the intent of reaching some task-specific goal (either given to or created by the robot) without **external control**.*
Computational problems and capabilities  Autonomous systems can be based on different architectures with different levels of complexity ranging from simple reactive architectures, to deliberative architectures to cognitive architectures. Reactive systems are based on simple sense-act loops, while deliberative systems employ more sophisticated sense-decide-act loops to endow the system with reasoning and decision making capabilities. However, it is still an open question what the computational capabilities are that enable human-level cognition, and how these are structured in a cognitive architecture. Vernon et al. provide a thorough discussion about this topic (Vernon, Metta, and Sandini 2007). The authors present a broad survey of the various paradigms of cognition, addressing cognitivist approaches (physical symbol systems), emergent, connectionist, dynamical, and enactive systems, and also efforts to combine the different approaches in hybrid systems. Then, a review of several cognitive architectures drawn from these paradigms is surveyed. An extension of this survey is provided by Vernon (Vernon 2014). In this last work, Vernon et al. referred to the key architectural features that systems capable of autonomous development of mental capabilities should exhibit (Langley, Laird, and S. Rogers 2009).

In this work, we follow Langley’s thoughts, precisely concerning about what are the functional capabilities an autonomous robot should demonstrate, more than how those functional modules should interconnect (ibid.). Therefore, instead of proposing a novel cognitive architecture, which is out of the scope of this paper, we only make sure to address all terms related to those functional capabilities provided in Langleys’s work, which are explained in the Section 3.2 and listed below:

1. Recognition and categorization;
2. Decision making and choice;
3. Perception and situation assessment;
4. Prediction and monitoring;
5. Problem solving and planning;
6. Reasoning and belief maintenance;
7. Execution and action;
8. Interaction and communication; and

3  A classification of ontologies for autonomous robots

In this section we present the classification which will be utilized to structure and perform the review of the selected works in Section 4. The classification is split into three dimensions: (a) ontology scope, (b) reasoning scope and (c) application domain scope.

3.1 Ontology scope

Ontologies can be organized as networks of modules, which can themselves be ontologies, each focusing on a specific topic. The scope of a module, is given by the range of categories that it covers. In this section, we propose a list of categories particularly relevant in autonomous robotics such as Sensor, Capability, and Action. Our aim is to find how these categories have been used in the literature; and to provide an initial discussion about their actual meaning. References to more detailed discussions in the literature are also provided. The Oxford dictionary (Oxford-University 2019) is used to provide informal definitions, to discuss how the terms are understood in common and conventional ontologies, and to highlight the different usage in the robotics field. In Section 4.3.1 we analyze whether or not each of the surveyed projects defines these categories and how.

Note that many concepts relevant for autonomous robotics lack a universally agreed meaning. Moreover, terms commonly used in the robotics field are also often part of everybody’s everyday speech. Hence, everybody has some intuitive definition of these terms that is often heavily influenced by personal experience, and thus it may be substantially different from that of other
people. In this article, we will only cover the most widely agreed meanings of concepts, and provide a brief comparison between the different viewpoints.

Object The Oxford dictionary defines the term **Object** as a material thing that can be seen and touched. But often a more fine-grained definition is needed that is not limited to material objects, e.g. holes, or to things in physical space, e.g. behavioral patterns. More generally, mental and social objects depend on material acts (like brain activities and communication acts) but they may be neither material (made of matter) nor physical (located in a region of space). A significant number of foundational ontologies make a distinction between **Endurants** and **Perdurants** (C. Masolo et al. 2003, Niles and Pease 2001). Endurants (aka continuants or objects) are wholly present at any time, but may change over time. Perdurants (aka occurrents or events), on the other hand, are extended in time, and only partially present at any time. This dichotomy is crucial in systems that have to cope with time. Physical objects are often further classified into **Artifact** and **Non-Artifact**, where artifacts are intentionally created, often according to a design, to fulfill a certain function, etc (Borgo, Franssen, et al. 2014). Objects may further be classified as **Agent** or **Non-Agent**, where agents are capable to generate intentional behavior.

We humans tend to categorize objects because of the variety of **Qualities** and **Properties** that they exhibit, which give us a way to cluster them into similarity classes. There has been long philosophical discussions about what qualities and properties are, and among them which are primary or not, and if they can be exhaustively listed. One important reason to focus on qualities and properties is the understanding of (qualitative) change. One branch of formal models considers individual qualities (roughly, the way an individual manifests characteristics like weight, size, shape etc.) as basic entities in the ontology. Each individual quality is existentially dependent on an unique endurant (or perdurant) and associated to a quale (plural: qualia). Qualia are used to compare entities, and thus to discuss similarity/dissimilarity (w.r.t. the associated quality) across objects and events (Claudio Masolo and Borgo 2005). In this view, qualities form a third fundamental category along with endurants and perdurants, and the associated qualia change over time to explain the changes in their corresponding endurants (or perdurants). Qualia are further organized in **Spaces** (e.g. the space of weight, the space of colors etc.) and can be given a quantitative/qualitative value (e.g. numerical) once the space is enriched with a reference system and unit of measure. An alternative approach uses the notion of **Tropes** (also called ‘abstract particulars’) where qualitative change is expressed through the substitution of tropes (Neuhaus, Grenon, and Smith 2004). Thus, when an object changes, this modeling view assumes that the existing trope ceases to exist and a new one is created. Continuous change (like the increasing of room temperature) is often considered problematic to model in this latter approach.

Environment Map The term **Environment** is defined in the Oxford dictionary as the surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal, or plant lives or operates while **Map** is described as a diagrammatic representation of an area of land or sea showing physical features, cities, roads, etc. Although some general way to understand the meaning of environment in robotics has been proposed (Borgo, Cesta, et al. 2019), in this domain the focus is more often oriented to the representation of the environment (Chella et al. 2002). The format and information content of a map is not only diagrammatic in robotics as it is influenced by how and for what the map is to be used by the robot. Collision maps, for example, encode 3D geometric information of the environment to support generating collision free motions in 3D space, while navigation maps usually only use a 2D geometrical representation to support finding collision free navigation paths. The term **Semantic Environment Map** is often used to refer to environment representations that make explicit the semantics of the environment and objects in the environment. One prominent example, called SOM (Semantic Object Maps), was introduced by Rusu et al. (Rusu et al. 2009). SOM’s also encode spatial information about the environment but, in addition, enrich
the information content with encyclopedic and common-sense knowledge about objects, and also include knowledge derived from observations.

**Affordance** The term **Affordance** was introduced by Gibson as *what the environment offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill* (Gibson 1979). More recently, the meaning has shifted towards "(perceived) possibility for action" (Norman 2002), i.e., something the object offers that allows the agent to interact with it or, more generally, something that allows objects to participate in actions or processes. However, there is no common agreement in the ontology engineering community on how this concept should be modeled. One way to model affordances is as individual qualities of an object (Ortmann and Kuhn 2010), or as relational qualities of a pair object-agent (Turvey 1992). Another approach is to model them as events, as proposed by Moralez (Moralez 2016). A notion of affordance is relevant to talk about possibilities as it enables to answer questions such as "what can the robot do with an object?", and "is it possible for an object to take a particular role when some task is performed?".

**Action and Task** There has been a lot of confusion about the meaning of the words **Task** and **Action**, and how these relate to each other. The Oxford dictionary defines an action as *the fact or process of doing something, typically to achieve an aim*. There have been several attempts to define action in different disciplines. A notable one is Donald Davidson’s philosophy of action, where he defined an action as something *intentional under some description* (Davidson 2001). Krüger and colleagues surveyed the meaning of action in the robotics field (Krüger et al. 2007), and argued that a notion of action in robotics needs to take into account several aspects including perception, actuation, embodiment and learning.

A task can be understood as *a piece of work that has to be done* (Oxford-University 2019). Hence, tasks denote pending work, independently from how an agent exactly accomplishes this work. In this view, an action would be a way to execute a task. Technically, one can approach this by defining tasks as types (of event) used to classify actions, which then allows to explicate that a task can be accomplished in different ways, and to talk about individual tasks independently from their possible executions. A notion of task in robotics has been proposed recently by Balakirsky et al. (Balakirsky et al. 2017).

Tasks and actions may further be classified according to their complexity, temporal extension, inter-task (inter-action) relationships, etc. However, such classifications are often not clear, e.g., the distinction simple vs. complex task would be dependent on the adopted granularity or robot’s capabilities.

**Activity and Behavior** The Oxford dictionary defines an **Activity** as *the condition in which things are happening or being done*. The term **Behavior**, on the other hand, is defined as *the way in which one acts or conducts oneself, especially towards others*. Hence, both terms refer to situations in which an agent performs actions, but with different viewpoints. Activities rather having an intrinsic, and behaviors an extrinsic viewpoint, e.g., was it good or bad behavior, how it affected other agents, and so on. Note that in the case of behavior, it can also apply to non-agents as it is common to talk of the behavior of devices or tools, for instance.

In the 80’s, Rodney Brooks and his colleagues did fundamental work in the field **behavior-based robotics** where the term behavior also refers to extrinsic characteristics of task execution. The field of behavior-based robotics is motivated by the observation that complex behavior can be generated by simple control systems, and that intelligence lies in the eye of the observer (Brooks 1991). Brooks has also postulated that the world is its own best model, and hence argues that simple **Sense-Act** loops can be used to directly interact with the world without relying much on symbolic representations.

Other authors have focused on the terms **Behavior** and **Function**, for instance claiming that the function of an object denotes its intrinsic aspects (i.e., how it works), and behavior the
extrinsic aspects (i.e., what it does). An engineering discussion of this dichotomy is provided by Salustri for the context of computer-based design tools (Salustri 2000) while an ontological assessment is provided by Mizoguchi et al. (Mizoguchi, Kitamura, and Borgo 2016).

**Plan and Method**  
A **Plan** is a detailed proposal for doing or achieving something (Oxford-University 2019). Similarly, the DOLCE+DnS Plan Ontology (Gangemi, Borgo, et al. 2004) defines **Plan** as a description that defines or uses at least one task and one agentive role or figure, and that has at least one goal as a part. Hence, plans have explicit goals to be achieved when the plan is executed by appropriate sequences of actions that comply with the plan. An execution of the plan can succeed, fail, be postponed, aborted, etc.

The generation and assessment of plans is a long-standing sub-area of AI. A prominent approach is the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) (McDermott et al. 1998). PDDL **tasks** denote initial and goal state, and how the state can be modified by applying actions or operators. General purpose solvers are then used to generate a plan given the domain definition. Several authors have further combined standard planning techniques, such as PDDL, with more expressive representations. A survey about these approaches is provided by Gil (Gil 2005).

A **Method**, on the other hand, is more abstract than a plan. The Oxford dictionary defines it as a particular procedure for accomplishing or approaching something, especially a systematic or established one. In a sense, methods are guidelines for agents to choose actions towards achieving a specific goal instead of specifying beforehand an explicit sequence of actions that would cause the goal to be achieved.

**Capability and Skill**  
According to the Oxford dictionary, **Capability** is the power or ability to do something. Hence, a distinction is made between capabilities that are enabled by physical qualities and those that are enabled by social role(s) within a certain community. The term **Skill**, according to the Oxford dictionary, is more restrictive, namely, the ability to do something well. Thus, it only includes what the agent can do because of its physical qualities and, in addition, it implies that the achievement is positively qualified (in terms of manners and results) (Fazel-Zarandi and Fox 2013). One widespread use of the term in robotics is skill learning where it is used to refer to the ability of the robot to achieve something via a behavior learned through observation, communication, experimentation or simulation. However, both terms are also often used as synonym of each other, for example by Perzylo and colleagues in their work on the description and orchestration of manufacturing skills (Perzylo, Grothoff, et al. 2019).

Having capabilities represented in a formal model, the robot can reason about whether the necessary capability is present to perform a certain task in a given situational context and, if not, how the task could be accomplished otherwise. This is usually approached by defining capabilities with respect to hardware and software components of the robot (Kunze, Roehm, and Beetz 2011; Buehler and Pagnucco 2014). A navigation capability would be enabled by a mobile base which is controlled by a navigation software component that interfaces with the mobile base. Tiddi et al. have used a notion of capability to provide a more intuitive, capability-based interface to control robots (Tiddi et al. 2017).

Capabilities may not be manifested in arbitrary situations. For example, wheeled robots are not able to navigate along stairs and thus might not be able to reach a target location on another floor. However, if an elevator can be used and the robot is able to operate it, the robot may still be able to reach its navigation goal. Hence, capabilities do not automatically enable the robot to perform a task. Their use depend on suitable conditions of the situational context in which the robot should operate – e.g. who can perform the task, what specific variant of the task can be performed, and where the task can be performed. The degree of how capable a robot is may change over time to the point that a capability cannot be manifested at all, for example, due to attrition of hardware, broken hardware or missing (hardware or software) components.
**Hardware components** Ontologies may be used to explicate what chains of robot links and joints form what *BodyParts*, and how body parts can contribute to perform, for instance, tasks and capabilities.

One of the most widely used formats to represent hardware components of robotic agents is the *Unified Robot Description Format* (URDF). URDF allows to represent kinematic chains made of links and joints, and also to define the limits of each joint. This information is used, e.g., by inverse kinematics solvers to find a valid joint configuration in which the end-effector of the robot reaches a dedicated goal pose. URDF files include both *actuators* (e.g. servos of the joints, grippers, etc.) which act in the environment and *sensors* (e.g. cameras, sonars, etc.) which used to perceive the environment.

A *Sensor* is a device which detects or measures a physical property and records, indicates, or otherwise responds to it (Oxford-University 2019). Sensors can be used for different objectives such as measuring robot parameters for control loops, correcting for errors in the robot’s models of itself and of the world, detecting and avoiding failure situations, among others. The Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) is an ontology for describing sensors and their observations, the involved procedures, the studied features of interest, the samples used to do so, and the observed properties, as well as actuators (Compton et al. 2012). SSN includes a lightweight but self-contained core ontology called SOSA (Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator).

**Software components** A notion of robot software components in ontologies is crucial when these shall be automatically introspected and integrated into task execution. One of the most widely employed ontologies for modeling software in ontologies is the Ontology of Information Objects (IO) (Gangemi, Borgo, et al. 2004) where a distinction is made between an abstract *DataStructure* and the *DigitalResource* that concretely realizes the data structure within some physical storage medium. The broad goals for software ontologies in robotics are to enable the robot automated software discovery and installation to dynamically compose its control system for a given task, to decide for a given control system whether some capability can be realized by invoking some of the software components, and to support introspection in case some software failure occurred.

One of the most widely used middlewares in robotics nowadays is the Robot Operating System (ROS). ROS organizes robot software components in a communication graph, where each node is a piece of software either listening or publishing messages on named topics, or offering a service that can be called via the node. Messages are defined using an abstract syntax, and concrete realizations of the message type in different target languages such as C++ and Python are generated automatically by ROS.

**Interaction and Communication** Interaction is a reciprocal action or influence (Oxford-University 2019) between two or more entities. This comprehensive definition includes those interactions in which there is not an explicit exchange of information. For example, interactions happening at atomic level or stigmergic interaction, through the environment in which agents act. Work in robotics tends to concentrate on information exchange. Indeed, in the literature, both the Human-Computer Interaction (Dix 2009) and the Human-Robot Interaction (H. A. Yanco and J. Drury 2004), (Holly A Yanco and J. L. Drury 2002) domains, tend to provide a less general formal definition of Interaction which may be closer to Communication.

The term Communication is the imparting or exchanging of information by speaking, writing, or using some other medium (Oxford-University 2019). Gangemi et al. (Gangemi and Mika 2003) proposed to formalize this term within the Description & Situation Ontology viewpoint.
distinguishing two cases: (a) an ontology for communication situations and roles, and (b) an ontology for peer-to-peer communication.

3.2 Reasoning scope

This scope of reasoning is our second classification criterion for the comparison between ontology-based approaches in autonomous robotics. In the reminder of this section, we provide a categorization of ontology-based reasoning tasks that are in particular relevant for autonomous robotics, and that have been considered in previous works. Indeed, this categorization is based on the nine functional capabilities presented in Section 2.2 which every autonomous robot should exhibit (Langley, Laird, and S. Rogers 2009). In Section 4.3.2 we discuss how the surveyed projects use ontologies to support each of these nine capabilities.

One of the keys to the success of knowledge-based approaches in autonomous robotics, is the use of ontologies as enabler to help the robot to understand and reason about its environment when executing tasks. For instance, implementing robotic applications that would not be possible without the use of KR techniques, and that substantially enhance the state of the art in autonomous robotics. The main research question is how the different software components of an integrated robot control system could be enhanced through the use of ontologies and automated reasoning.

Recognition and categorization  For the purpose of establishing a contact between its environment and its knowledge, a robot must be able to recognize events or situations (static and dynamic) and categorize them as named instances of already known patterns. For instance, let’s consider a collaborative industrial robotic arm which picks pieces from a conveyor and places them on a table where a human operator can access to. The robot must recognize and cateogorize the conveyor and the different pieces to manipulate (static), as well as a the human collaborator’s movements and actions (dynamic). Both, recognition and categorization, operate on the output generated by perception systems and often are seen as a unique capability. Nevertheless, Langley et al. addressed them separately because both can operate on abstract mental structures (ibid.). The authors emphasize that in order to support recognition and categorization, a cognitive architecture shall provide a form to represent patterns and situations in memory.

Decision making and choice  An autonomous robot requires the ability to choose among several alternatives, which usually is considered together with the recognition and categorization problem in a recognize-act cycle. Nonetheless, Langley et al. considered the capability of decision making independently. It is important not to mistake this capability with planning, whose focus is on the achievement of a goal and it will be explained later along this section. For example, a collaborative robot would apply decision making to choose between moving or not when the operator is close, while planning would be used to find the sequence or sequences of actions which are likely to lead to a successful collaborative task. A cognitive architecture should be able to represent the different choices in a format the robot understands. Indeed, that representation would also be used to improve the decision making through learning.

Perception and situation assessment  The environment where the robot exists, must be sensed, perceived and interpreted. First, the robot senses its surroundings through possibly multi-modal sensors. Then, using the gathered information and relying on recognition and categorization, discussed earlier, and on inferential mechanisms, which will be covered shortly, the robot is able to perceive the environmental entities (e.g. objects and events). Finally, the situation assessment takes place when the perceived objects and events are interpreted. Following with the example used before, a collaborative industrial robot would look at the conveyor, the pieces and at the operator’s movements to sense the environment. The pieces, their poses and other information would be recognized and categorized in order to assess the environmental situation
so that the robot could, for example, interpret that an approaching piece should be picked. Just as occurred with previous cognitive capabilities, the inherent knowledge of the whole process must be represented in a manner the robot understands. Note that the representation requires memory, a resource which is often limited. Hence, the notion of attention emerges, meaning that the robot not only has to perceive but also it could be asked to decide to focus only on a specific region of the environment.

**Prediction and monitoring**  Prediction is a cognitive capability which requires the representation in memory of a model (e.g. ontology-based) of the environment, the actions that can take place and their effects. Therefore, the robot could predict future events and situations which did not occur yet by means of a proper mechanism which utilizes the representation. Applied to the collaborative robotics’ example, it would be possible for the robot to predict the operator’s actions, so that the robot could adapt better to what it is expected. Note that prediction enables robots to also monitor processes. When the perceived situation differs from the expected one, it means that either our knowledge is not complete or something did not go as it was supposed to. In the former case, it would be possible to store the facts in memory for posterior learning, in the later case, an alarm or error could be triggered. In the example, the robot could detect a malfunctioning in the conveyor if the pieces stopped arriving close to the robot’s workspace.

**Problem solving and planning**  In novel situations where robots are meant to achieve their goals, it is necessary for them to be able to plan and solve problems. For the purpose of generating a plan, the robot needs a model of the environment utilized to predict the effects of its actions. Furthermore, the cognitive architecture must be able to represent a plan as an (at least partially) ordered set of actions, their expected effects, and the manner in which these effects enable subsequent actions. Sometimes, a robot could have a memory with previous plans which could be re-used with and without further modifications. Note that it is also considered the case of having conditional actions and different branches which depend on the outcome of previous events. Despite often being viewed intimately related, planning is somewhat less general than problem solving. In particular, the former usually refers to cognitive activities within the robot’s head, whereas the later can also occur in the world. Concretely, when a problem to be solved is complex and the available memory is limited, a robot may search for solutions by executing actions in the environment, rather than constructing a complete internal plan. As an illustration, a collaborative robot could solve a problem by mixing the execution of actions such as ‘asking for operator’s help’ (external behavior) and the generation of actions’ sequences (internal planning).

**Reasoning and belief maintenance**  Reasoning is a cognitive activity which allows a robot to expand its knowledge state, drawing conclusions from other beliefs or assumptions the robot already maintains. Thus, it is required the existence of a representation of beliefs and the relationships among them. A common formalism used to encode such knowledge is first-order logic (FOL). Ontologies are often written in languages based on less expressive formalisms than FOL (e.g. OWL-description logic) in order to reduce the computational cost of inference. These formalisms, allow the use of different sorts of reasoning such as: deductive or inductive. For the robot of the previous example, it would be possible to infer how operators will react to unexpected interactions by knowing general information about human-robot interaction (deductive). Or the opposite, from specific operator’s behaviors, inferring the norms to follow during human-robot interaction (inductive). Note that reasoning is not only relevant to infer new beliefs but also to decide whether to hold existing ones (belief maintenance). Such belief maintenance is especially important for dynamic environments in which situations may change in unexpected ways, with implications for the robot’s behavior.
Execution and action  Cognition takes place to support and drive activity in the environment. To this end, a cognitive architecture must be able to represent and store motor skills that enable such activity. In the example, a collaborative robotic arm should have skills or policies for manipulating its surroundings and for collaborating with other agents (e.g. humans). A robot should also be able to execute those skills and actions in the environment, what can happen in a reactive form. Nevertheless, a cognitive architecture should enable a robot to maintain a continuum loop of execution. Hence, the robot would be able to interpret how the execution of actions is affecting the state of the environment and could adapt its behavior. A proper representation of the ongoing actions occurring in the environment, is essential for aspects related to robot action execution: robot adaptation, new skills learning, action-execution-related knowledge, etc.

Interaction and communication  Sometimes, the most effective way for a robot to obtain knowledge is from another agent (e.g. humans, robots, etc.), making communication another important ability that an architecture should support. Going back to the example used before, a collaborative robot could request for further information about how to perform a task or which are the preferences of the specific plant operator about where to place the picked pieces. Regardless of the modality or mean of communication, there should be a way to represent the transferred knowledge so that it is accessible to and understandable for the robot. Indeed, this should be bi-directional, meaning the robot must be able to transform stored knowledge into the concrete medium through which it will be communicated.

Remembering, reflection, and learning  There are some capabilities which cut across those described before, whose use could enhance the performance of autonomous robots while not being strictly necessary for robot autonomy: remembering, reflection and learning. Remembering is the ability to encode and store the results (facts) of cognitive tasks so that they can be retrieved later. Once again, based on the previous example, a collaborative robot could store the results of an entire day of work (e.g. successful experiences, human-robot interactions, etc.). On the other hand, reflection stands for the serious thought or consideration (Oxford-University 2019) about something which usually is represented and stored in memory and can be retrieved. A collaborative robot could take into account a stored memory in order to explain which was the rationale behind its actions. Finally, learning, which usually involves generalization beyond specific beliefs and events. In the example, the collaborative robot would use the stored memories about successful and failed actions to generalize and learn from them. The knowledge used to learn might come from distinct sources, the observation of another agent, the result of previous experiences, or through kinesthetic teaching. No matter the source of experience, all of them require the existence of a memory in which the experiences are represented.

3.3 Application domain scope

The last classification criterion for the comparison between ontology-based approaches in autonomous robotics is regarding to the application domain. In this section, we comment some of the different application domains of robotics and the two principal domains we consider. In Section 4.3.3, we discuss for which of the two domains each of the reviewed projects has been designed and used.

Robotics is a multidisciplinary and versatile discipline whose application is present in wide range of domains: Medicine, Industry, Service, Entertainment, Space, Military. Therefore, it exists such a broad spectrum of application domains for robotics, that it is not possible to go through all of them without excessively extending this article. In accordance with this thought and following the classification of robotics devices published in the ISO 8373:2014 (Robot and Robotics Devices)
we focus on two domains: Industrial and Service domains. These two domains include, if not all at least many, of the application sub-domains of interest for robotics (e.g. medicine, military, rescue, social, etc.). The ISO 8337:2012 specifies a vocabulary used in relation with robots and robotic devices operating in both industrial and non-industrial environments (service). It also provides definitions and explanations of the most commonly used terms. For instance, below find the definitions for Industrial and Service robot, which were partially extracted from the ISO.

**Industrial Robots** The term of *Industrial Robots* includes all those robots which are automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose manipulator, programmable in three or more axes, which can be either fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications. Typical applications of industrial robots include welding, painting, assembly, pick and place for printed circuit boards, packaging and labeling, palletizing, product inspection, testing, and material handling. Industrial robots perform with high endurance, speed, and precision in all of those tasks.

According to International Federation of Robotics (IFR) in 2017 the total worldwide stock of operational industrial robots significantly increased by 15% to 2,097,500 units. Since 2012, the stock has been increasing considerably by 11% on average per year.

**Service Robots** The term of *Service Robots* means that robots perform useful tasks for humans or equipment excluding industrial automation applications. Where industrial automation applications include, but are not limited to, manufacturing, inspection, packaging, and assembly. Also note that while articulated robots used in production lines are industrial robots, similar articulated robots used for serving food are service robot. Typical applications of service robots include those tasks which are dirty, dull, distant or dangerous. Service robots can be classified into *service robots for professional use* and *service robots for personal use*. Service robots for professional use are commonly used in different applications such as defense, intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, search & rescue, firefighting, healthcare, construction, logistics, smart factories, smart farming, hazardous environment monitoring and space exploration to name just a few. Applications of service robots for personal use include, but are not limited to home automation, personal assistant for elderly and physically challenged in support for aging in place, entertainment and vacuum cleaners.

The Executive Summary released by the International Federation of Robotics shows that the total number of service robots for personal and domestic use increased by 25% to about 8.5 million units in 2017. The value was up by 27% to US$ 2.1bn. Moreover, in 2018, total unit sales of professional service robots are estimated to increase by 32% to about 165,000 units with a value of almost US$ 8.7bn. From 2019 to 2021, almost 736,600 units will be sold.

4 Ontologies to support robot autonomy

In this section, we provide a discussion and comparison of frameworks that use ontologies to support robot autonomy. We restrict our investigation to projects that match a list of criteria that will be described in Section 4.1. For each framework that fulfills these criteria, we will provide a brief discussion in Section 4.2 followed by a comparison of them in Section 4.3. The section concludes by providing a short justification of why some relevant projects that do not fulfill all criteria were not included in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Literature search and inclusion criteria

One of the goals of this work is to provide a systematic and fair comparison of projects located at the intersection of the fields autonomous robotics and ontologies. In order to select a potential list of candidates for discussion, we have followed a systematic examination of the state of the art, and, in addition, we have filtered the results by a set of inclusion criteria. In this section, we discuss the search procedure, and provide a list of criteria that need to be fulfilled by considered approaches.

4.1.1 Literature search

For the purpose of finding literature focused on using ontologies to enhance robot autonomy, we started searching on scientific databases utilizing related keywords. Concretely, we used the literature browser Web of Science\textsuperscript{10}, previously known as Web of Knowledge, which is an online subscription-based scientific citation indexing service that provides a comprehensive citation search. It gives access to multiple databases that reference cross-disciplinary research, which allows for in-depth exploration of specialized sub-fields within an academic or scientific discipline.

Typing the keywords ontology robot autonomy and ontology autonomous robotics yields just 24 and 63 results, respectively. We considered that the number of papers was not enough for our purpose so we went on searching. In the interest of finding a larger list of results, we tried a more general set of keywords: knowledge representation autonomous robotics, which returned a list of 306 papers. Going through them, we realized the works were too general, indeed several of them were not even using knowledge representation approaches, therefore, we discarded this list too. The next step was to include the application domain scope in the search (see Section 3.3), hence, the set of keywords was: knowledge representation industrial robotics and knowledge representation service robotics, with 133 and 148 papers respectively.

The two lists found during the previous step, were combined in a single list with 281 articles in total. In the interest of identifying projects or initiatives that use ontologies to enhance robot autonomy, we have reduced the list of papers following a specific criteria:

- It is proposed to use knowledge representation techniques (ontologies) in robotics applications to enhance robot autonomy;
- the work is part of a project or a big initiative, not just a single article; and
- case studies where the knowledge base is used by a robot exist.

After applying this criterion, the list was reduced to 21 articles, which correspond to five different projects: KnowRob (Tenorth and Beetz 2009), IEEE-ORA (Schlenoff et al. 2012), ROSETTA (Stenmark and Malec 2013), CARESSES (Bruno, Chong, et al. 2017b), and RehabRobo-Onto (Dogmus, Erdem, and Patoglu 2019). This set of works, was enlarged by other four ones extracted from one of the surveys (Thosar et al. 2018) explained along the Section 1. In that work, Thosar et al., reviewed a list of nine works, which, as in our work, were chosen following a systematic search and inclusion criteria. We consider that only five of those nine works fit our purpose but one of them is KnowRob, already included before, thus, we only adopt four: ORO (Lemaignan, Ros, Möslenlechner, et al. 2010), RoboBrain (Saxena et al. 2014), OURK (Gi Hyun Lim, Il Hong Suh, and Hyowon Suh 2010), and OMRKF (Il Hong Suh et al. 2007).

It is worth mentioning that the project IEEE-ORA does not actually provide a complete framework which is available to be used, it consists of just an ontology. Indeed, the ontology developed in the framework of that project contains general concepts of the domain, so that it is not really useful in specific application scenarios. However, we understand that it is relevant enough to be considered in our work, since it aims at standardizing the representation of knowledge in the robotics domain. Therefore, we have tried to identify possible extensions of the original work which have been used under the umbrella of available frameworks. Following

\textsuperscript{10}https://www.webofknowledge.com/
a similar approach as before (using the Web of Science’s browser), we searched for papers that cited the most cited article related to the project (Schlenoff et al. 2012). In this case, from the 34 initial works which cite it, only two followed the whole inclusion criteria presented in this section: OROSU (Gonçalves and P. M. Torres 2015) and PMK (Diab, Akbari, Ud Din, et al. 2019). In Section 4.3, where the projects are compared, we consider them as two individual frameworks. Nevertheless, along Section 4.2 where the approaches are explained, OROSU and PMK are grouped together.

4.1.2 Inclusion criteria
We have already discussed how we have selected the ten frameworks or projects which are considered to be object of the analysis performed in this work. However, among them, we want to focus only on the discussion (Section 4.2) and the comparison (Section 4.3) on the most influential approaches. Hence, this section provides a list of inclusion criteria to refine the list of surveyed projects. In the Section 4.4 we briefly introduce the excluded approaches and provide some justification for our decision. Projects or frameworks are only considered in the scope of this work if they satisfy all of the following criteria:

1. **Ontology scope:** The project uses an ontology that defines one of the terms that we have identified as particularly relevant for autonomous robotics (see Section 3.1);
2. **Reasoning scope:** It uses ontologies to support robots manifesting at least one of the cognitive capabilities that we have discussed earlier (see Section 3.2);
3. **Transparency:** It is transparent. Meaning that some material (e.g., websites, publications) is openly available that describes the overall goal of the project, what cognitive capabilities are considered, and how and what ontologies are used;
4. **Curation:** It is maintained. Meaning that recent developments or future plans are evident or at least possible; and
5. **Accessibility:** There exists – at least a prototypical – software that is accessible, and that demonstrates how ontologies are used to support a cognitive capability.

4.2 Discussion of frameworks/projects
In this section, we give an overview of the six frameworks/projects that have been subject of study in our review. For each of them, their underlying principles and foundations are discussed, as well as what application domain the system was designed for. We also describe how the frameworks evolved over time, and what impact they have had so far. The selection of the presented projects has been done based on the selection criteria presented in Section 4.1. To the best of our knowledge, we have included in this section all projects that satisfy these criteria.

4.2.1 **KnowRob**
KnowRob (Knowledge processing for Robots [1][2]) is an open source knowledge processing system that is designed for autonomous service robots. It was first introduced in 2009 (Tenorth and Beetz 2009). Tenorth and Beetz argue that autonomous robot control demands a KR&R system that addresses several aspects that are commonly not sufficiently considered in AI KR&R systems. One of these aspects is that robots need a more fine-grained action representation. This was discussed, in more detail, in another work where Tenorth and Beetz argue that service robots should be able to cope with (often) shallow and symbolic instructions, and to fill in the gaps to generate detailed, grounded, and (often) real-valued information needed for execution (Tenorth and Beetz 2017).

Recently, a second generation of the KnowRob system was introduced where the focus has shifted towards the integration of simulation and rendering techniques into a hybrid knowledge
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The rational is to re-use components of the control program in virtual environments with physics and almost photorealistic rendering, and to acquire experiential knowledge from these sources. Experiential knowledge, called narrative enabled episodic memory in KnowRob, is used to draw conclusions about what action parameterization is likely to succeed in the real world (e.g., through learning methods) – this principle is inspired by the simulation theory of cognition (Hesslow 2012).

KnowRob has also been used in several research initiatives including the European projects RoboHow (Beetz, Beßler, Winkler, et al. 2016), RoboEarth (Waibel et al. 2011), SAPHARI (Beetz, Bartels, et al. 2015), and SHERPA (Marconi et al. 2012). RoboEarth, for example, is a pioneer work to consider exchanging knowledge between robots using the World Wide Web, OWL, and Linked Data principles. It was demonstrated, e.g., how such an infrastructure can be used to execute tasks that were not explicitly planned at design time. More recently, KnowRob has been used by the openEASE web knowledge service which is designed for the acquisition, storage, curation, visualization, and analysis of experiential robot knowledge (Beetz, Tenorth, and Winkler 2015). KnowRob plays further a central role in the ongoing DFG funded collaborative research center Everyday Activity Science & Engineering (EASE), which has the goal to uncover principles underlying everyday activities by first acquiring experiential knowledge with different modalities, and second building models that generalize over these modalities (Bateman et al. 2017).

The main programming language used in KnowRob is (SWI) Prolog which has its roots in first-order logic. SWI Prolog comes with a library to manage RDF triples, which is used by KnowRob to represent explicit knowledge in memory such as facts encoded in OWL ontologies. Initially, KnowRob was deriving its concept definitions from the Cyc ontology. However, only rather shallow symbolic representations were used that were tailored to provide useful information for task execution without enforcing consistency in the KB. In recent years, KnowRob has shifted towards the use of the DOLCE+DnS Ultralite (DUL) ontology and a more careful and principled modeling of foundational concepts for autonomous robotics. Another important principle underlying KnowRob is about how data that already exists in the robot control system can be made knowledgeable – that is how this data can be integrated into symbolic reasoning. KnowRob employs the notion of virtual knowledge bases that are computed on demand using control-level data such as data structures used by the perception and planning component of the robot control system. The computation is out carried by, so called, computable properties which are computation methods attached to symbolic relation defined in an ontology.

Without a doubt, KnowRob is one of the most influential KR&R systems for autonomous robots nowadays. This is evident through many research papers and projects that have been using and extending KnowRob since it was initially released. However, there are a couple of limitations worth mentioning here. First, KnowRob has been using only a very shallow symbolic representation following the principles of behavior-based robotics, and in particular the claim that the world itself is its own best model. But having a lot of information only encoded implicitly in data structures of the control program also creates some problems such as the computational cost of abstraction when symbolic inference is performed. Second, despite its long history, no representational standards were proposed by the KnowRob developers. Finally, even though it is one of the most used systems, and openly available, KnowRob has not yet succeeded in creating a large user community, but still has a huge potential to do so in the future.

4.2.2 ROSETTA

ROSETTA stands for RObot control for Skilled ExecuTion of Tasks in natural interaction with humans; based on Autonomy, cumulative knowledge and learning. Its origin can be traced
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to the European projects SIARAS (Haage et al. 2011) and RoSta. During the development of those projects, a set of ontologies of robot skills was implemented with the goal to create an intelligent support system for reconfiguration and adaptation of robot-based manufacturing cells. Those ontologies evolved throughout the scope of other two European projects, ROSETTA and PRACE (Stenmark and Malec 2013). The former gave its name to the current ontology. The ROSETTA ontology has further been employed in the research projects SMERobotics (Perzylo, Rickert, et al. 2019) and SARAFun (G. Riva and E. Riva 2019). In these projects, the ontology has been used to enhance cognitive abilities of robots that are required to plan and execute assembly tasks. The core ontology has been reorganized after the initial release (Jacobsson, Malec, and Nilsson 2016), and new case studies on robot programming support (Elin Anna Topp and Malec 2018) and skill reusability in industrial scenarios (Elin A Topp et al. 2018) have been developed.

Originally, the ROSETTA ontology did not rely on any upper ontology, however, for more general terms regarding the robotics domain, it currently uses CORA (Schlenoff et al. 2012). Since CORA relies on SUMO (Niles and Pease 2001), one can assume that ROSETTA utilizes SUMO as its upper ontology. Even though SUMO is written in SUO-KIF, ROSETTA is distributed in OWL. The Knowledge Integration Framework (Persson et al. 2010) connects all heterogeneous parts of the ROSETTA system: user GUI, simulation, external knowledge sources, task demonstration and the robot. It is the core of the whole system and its goal is to represent, store, adapt, and distribute knowledge across engineering platforms. The data, available in the AutomationML data exchange format is abstracted using RDF triples.

Along this section, we have provided some links to git repositories which are proof of the availability of both the ontology and some parts of the proposed software. However, there is no unique repository containing all different pieces of the complete system as a whole, which reduces the degree of accessibility. Indeed, some parts of the code (e.g. user GUI to program the robot) have not been found at all. On the other hand, the OWL file does not contain the definitions in natural language of the ontological terms, which would help for a better understanding of the formalization. Regarding the scalability of the system, crucial element of any industrial environment, it is not possible to say much due to the small size of the conducted experiments.

4.2.3 IEEE Standard Ontologies for Robotics and Automation

The 1872–2015 IEEE Standard Ontologies for Robotics and Automation (Schlenoff et al. 2012), was developed in the context of the IEEE ORA WG. This standard defines an overall ontology that allows for the representation of, reasoning about, and communication of knowledge in the robotics and automation domain. This ontology includes key terms as well as their definitions, attributes, constraints, and relationships. Sub-parts of this standard include a linguistic framework, generic concepts (an upper ontology), a methodology to add new concepts, and sub-domain ontologies.

The purpose of the standard is to provide an overall ontology and an associated methodology for knowledge representation and reasoning in robotics and automation, together with the representation of concepts in an initial set of application domains. The standard provides a unified way of representing knowledge and provides a common set of terms and definitions, allowing for unambiguous knowledge transfer among any group of human, robots, and other artificial systems.

The proposed ontology is too general to be useful in complex applications, indeed creating a complete framework was out of the scope of the ORA working group initiative. Nevertheless, the ontology has still been used, for example, Jorge et al., present a scenario where a human ask for a pen and two robots are meant to cooperate in performing the task of collecting and
delivering it (Jorge et al. 2015). Specifically, one robot grasps the pen and poses it on a mobile platform from which the user is supposed to pick the pen up. Further, non-official extensions of the standard have emerged along the last years. In this section, we give a flavor of some of those extensions and how their use enhances robots’ autonomy.

**OROSU** An Ontology for Robotic Orthopedic Surgery (OROSU) (Gonçalves and P. M. Torres 2015) was developed and then applied for hip resurfacing surgery (e.g., for trimming the femoral head). In this scope, the main goal of the research, related to ontologies, was to build a knowledge-based framework for this surgical scenario, along with a formal definition of components and actions to be performed during the surgery. The developed ontology was partially based on the 1872–2015 – IEEE Standard Ontologies for Robotics and Automation (Schlenoff et al. 2012). The work was developed under the HIPROB and ECHORD projects, funded by the Portuguese Science Foundation and the EU-FP7, respectively. The framework is among the first to integrate robotic ontologies in the domain of surgical robotics.

The application ontology OROSU, relies on SNOMED CT (Wang, Sable, and Spackman 2002), the CORA ontology (Schlenoff et al. 2012) and the KnowRob framework (Tenorth and Beetz 2013), which were adopted as the upper and reference ontologies. The formal language used to write the ontology was OWL.

It is partially accessible, but it would be desired to have more available material. Indeed, the ontology lacks of natural language definitions, what makes more difficult to understand the specific meaning of the terms. Moreover, the system seems not to have been used by other researchers apart from the developers.

**PMK** Perception and Manipulation Knowledge (PMK) (Diab, Akbari, Ud Din, et al. 2019) is a knowledge-based reasoning framework that includes some reasoning processes for autonomous robots to enhance Task and Motion Planning (TAMP) capabilities in the manipulation domain. A perception module can be integrated with the framework to capture a rich semantic description of the scene, knowledge about the physical behavior of the objects, and reasoning about the potential manipulation actions. The reasoning scope of PMK is divided into four parts: reasoning for perception, the reasoning for object features, the reasoning for a situation, and reasoning for planning.

PMK follows the preliminary structure of modeling of OUR-K, which divide the knowledge into three gradual layers called, metaontology, ontology-schema, and ontology instance (G. H. Lim, I. H. Suh, and H. Suh 2011). PMK enlarged the OUR-K structure by adding some concepts related to the manipulation domain. Moreover, aiming at being shared and reused, PMK ontology relies on other upper and reference/domain ontologies: SUMO (Niles and Pease 2001) and CORA (Schlenoff et al. 2012).

PMK is meant facilitate the process of manipulation by providing the required components for task and motion planning such as geometric reasoning, dynamic interactions, manipulation and action constraints. The use of PMK could become useful in the domain of robotic manipulation, however, since the system has been recently published, it has not yet been widely extended among other researchers.

PMK was implemented using ontology web language (OWL). Ontology instances can be asserted using information processed from low-level sensory data. The perception module used in the framework, consist of a 2D camera with the C++ library ar_track_alvar (http://wiki.ros.org/ar_track_alvar) Queries over the PMK are based on SWI-Prolog and its Semantic Web library, which serves for loading and accessing ontologies represented in the OWL using Prolog predicates.

21 https://github.com/pbsgoncalves/OROSU
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4.2.4  ORO

ORO is a project focused on the implementation of a common representation framework for autonomous robots with special emphasizes on human-robot interaction (Lemaignan, Ros, Mösenelechner, et al. 2010). The proposed framework was meant to enhance robot’s interaction with complex and human-inhabited environments, were robots are expected to exhibit advanced cognitive skills, such as: object recognition, natural language interaction, task planning with possible dynamic re-planning, ability to cooperate with other robots or humans, etc. The authors stated that, these functions, partially independent from each other, need to share common knowledge of the environment where the robot operates.

The ORO’s primary component is the OpenRobots Common Sense Ontology which precisely provides an upper set of concepts upon which the robot can add and connect new statements of the world (ibid.). This ontology is built upon the OpenCyc upper ontology. The minimalKB ontology is a lightweight version of ORO ontology, which shares the same objective and functionality as its predecessor.

ORO is mainly written in Java, while, minimalKB, its lightweight version, is based on Python. The underlying RDF triples storage is done using the open-source Jena framework, which is used together with the Pellet (Sirin et al. 2007) reasoner. ORO provides several wiki pages with detailed explanations of how to use it and how to extend it. In addition, the OWL file contains some natural language definitions, which facilitates the understanding of the ontology.

4.2.5  CARESES

CARESES is an international research project whose goal is to design the first robots that can assist older people and adapt to the culture of the individual they are taking care of (Bruno, Chong, et al. 2017b), (Bruno, Chong, et al. 2017a). The robots are expected to help the users in many ways including reminding them to take their medication, encouraging them to keep active, helping them keep in touch with family and friends. Each action should be performed with attention to the older person’s customs, cultural practices and individual preferences.

CARESES’s principle aim is built upon four fundamental backbones: (a) transcultural robotic nursing, (b) cultural knowledge representation, (c) culturally sensitive planning and execution and (d) culture-aware human-robot interaction. Cultural knowledge, mainly represented using ontologies, enhances the robotic nursing integrating that knowledge into most of the robot processes (e.g. task planning, task execution, human-robot interaction, etc.). Nevertheless, other methodologies such as fuzzy logic and Bayesian networks, are also employed.

The knowledge based proposed within CARESES consists of three layers: TBox, CBox and PBox. The former is the usual TBox found in any ontology, containing the statements which describe a conceptualization of the domain by defining different sets of individuals described in terms of their characteristics. The second and third layer stand for the usual ABox, which include TBox-compliant statements about individuals belonging to these sets. In this case, in the CBox the statements are related to cultural knowledge while in the PBox the knowledge is about one single person. As it is structured, the knowledge base aims at enhancing the robot adaptation to different cultural elderly people but also to the specific preferences of each individual.

Despite the short life of CARESES, it has become a prominent application example of how ontologies could enhance the autonomy of robots. Nonetheless, the project still presents some drawbacks. For instance, not all of the implemented solutions are publicly available. On the other hand, the ontology’s quality is questionable. In the first place, the OWL file lacks of natural
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language definitions, which hinders the understanding of it. In the second place, some of the entities seem not to be properly defined in a taxonomic view (e.g. event and object are sub-classes of an entity named topic, defined as any topic the robot can talk about). Lastly, we would like to discuss the scalability of this approach, which opens some controversial issues. While being a reasonable way of inferring advantageous information of users’ preferences, the proposed usage of cultural knowledge, at bigger scale, might result in robots with a strong bias. Depending on the context, users would probably prefer not to feel they are being prejuge (sometimes unfairly) by a robot.

4.3 Comparison of frameworks/projects

For the purpose of comparing the frameworks and projects described in Section 4.2 in this section we explore how each of the projects addresses the different aspects included in the classification of ontologies proposed along the Section 3. Concretely, the ontological, reasoning and application domain scopes of each of the selected works are thoroughly examined and contrasted.

4.3.1 Ontology scope

In this section, it is explored which of the terms discussed in the Section 3.1 are defined in each of the selected frameworks/projects. Note that we only consider that a term is defined when the natural language definition and/or the formalization are compliant with our domain. Indeed, if the exact term is not defined but the desired notion is captured by a similar term, for us, the concept is defined. For a summary of which terms are and are not included in each of the considered works see Table 1.

Object

Most of the compared frameworks, define Object from an endurant perspective. In both, KnowRob 1.0 and ORO, the exact term is not defined but it is used (from Cyc ontology) the notion of Spatial Thing: The collection of all things that have a spatial extent or location relative to some other Spatial Thing or in some embedding space. OROSU uses SUMO’s definition: Corresponds roughly to the class of ordinary objects. Examples include normal physical objects, geographical regions, and locations of Processes, the complement of Objects in the Physical class. ROSETTA does not concern about spatial regions and only focuses on Physical Objects: Every automated work cell consists of physical objects. Some objects, devices, are active and have skills, while other, work pieces, are passive and are manipulated by the devices. PMK proposes the use of WSObjectClass, which is split into: Artifact, Artifact Components and Collections. For example, a cup (artifact) is an object that has body and handle (artifact components) and could be served with saucer (collection). On the other hand, KnowRob 2.0, based on the DUL Ontology, considers not only physical entities: Any physical, social, or mental object, or a substance. Objects are always participating in some event (at least their own life), and are spatially located. In CARESSES, we cannot find any definition in natural language but object is defined as a subclass of the entity Topic, which is any theme a robot can talk about. We understand that this last definition is not aligned to what is needed in our domain. Hence, we claim that CARESSES does not define Object.

Environment map

In both versions of KnowRob, it is possible to find the concept of SemanticEnvironmentMap as a sub-class of Map. However, there is not any natural language definition and it is not aligned to DUL (current upper ontology) yet. OROSU defines places and environments where the robot works (e.g. CTRoom, EngineeringRoom, OperatingRoom, which are sub-classes of Room and are connected to actions which are expected to take place in there. PMK formalizes the notion of Workspace which has three gradual sub-classes, Region (i.e., free and occupied regions), Physical Environment (topology of the environment entities), and Semantic Environment (semantic information of the workspace).
Affordance The concept of Affordance is not exactly defined in any of the works which are object of study, still, it is possible to find some definitions that partially capture the same knowledge. ORO defines the property canBeManipulated which indicates if an object can be manipulated and that the agent knows a grasping point for the object. Thus, if the object can be manipulated, it is movable as well. OROSU also describes a property, in this case CanGrab, which indicates that a device can grab an object. Even though in the later it is not mentioned the existence of any grasping point, it is implicit that if a robot can grasp an object it also knows where to do it from. KnowRob 2.0 has recently also introduced a notion of affordance that can be found in published ontologies, however, no scientific publication is available that discusses this concept. In KnowRob 2.0, affordances are defined as individual qualities of objects that have an associated space region that locates the affordance relative to the object. Affordances are further used in the definition of tasks to state that a particular affordance type is a participant in the task execution.

Action KnowRob 1.0 uses the definition provided by the Cyc ontology in which Action is defined as an Event. ORO, while also using the formalization from Cyc, provides a more concrete natural language definition of the term: The collection of Events that are carried out by some "doer". Instances of Action include any event in which one or more agents effect some changes in the (tangible or intangible) state of the world, typically by an expenditure of effort or energy. Note that it is not required that any tangible object is moved, changed, produced, or destroyed for an action to occur; the effects of an action might be intangible. In this definition emerges the relevance of the agent or the entity which actually performs the action. KnowRob 2.0 takes the term from the DUL ontology: An event with at least one agent that is participant in it, and that executes a task that typically is defined in a plan, workflow, project, etc. Again, the figure of an agent taking part in the execution of the action is noted. PMK defines the notion of ActionClass with three specifications: Task, Sub-task and AtomicFunction. Hence, picking would be an action class whose task can be reachability-test, and it can have a sub-task that provides a list of potential grasping poses. Similarly in OROSU the notion of sub-task has also been defined to form complex actions. Some of the analyzed frameworks do not provide any natural language definition for Action, even though they include the term in their ontology: CARESSES and OROSU.

Task Most of the studied ontologies agree on the fact that there exists a relationship between Task and Action. However, as stated in Section 3.1 there is not a common agreement on the exact relationship, and each framework/project employs a distinct formalization. In the ROSETTA ontology, Task is formalized as a disjoint with: Operation, Skill, Physical object, and Property, but no further information is provided. Another example of formalization is found in PMK, where Task is a sub-class of Action. ORO views it as an action considered in the specific context of robotics. KnowRob 2.0 uses DUL’s definition: an event type that classifies an action to be executed.

Activity Only CARESSES covers the term of Activity, which is formalized as a sub-class of Entity and has some sub-classes: Cooking, Reading, Sleeping, etc. Natural language definitions are not provided.

Behavior None of the frameworks defines Behavior.

Function Just PMK includes a term related to Function, specifically, the notion of AtomicFunction a sub-class of Action. It refers to Function from a computational point of view (e.g. Algorithm). In the other frameworks, it is used the concept of Algorithm to define computational tools (OROSU) or provide some relations to express the intended (or primary)
function of objects (KnowRob 1.0). We consider that in these two last cases, it is not possible to state that the term is covered by the ontologies.

**Plan** KnowRob 2.0 takes DUL’s definition of **Plan**: *a description having an explicit goal, to be achieved by executing the plan*. Each plan defines a task that can be executed by following the plan, however, there may be different plans defining the same task. The execution of a plan is a situation that satisfies the plan, and that defines what particular objects will take what roles when the plan is executed. ORO does not provide a definition in natural language, but from the formalization, **Plan** is equivalent to a *thing with a temporal extent*, which is either a **Situation** or a **Time Interval**. The ORO definition seems to be a bit inconsistent since, surely, a time interval is not a plan in the common sense.

**Method** The unique framework which captures the notion of **Method** is KnowRob 2.0, where the definition provided by DUL is adopted: *A method is a description that defines or uses concepts in order to guide carrying out actions aimed at a solution with respect to a problem*. This notion is similar to the notion of **Plan**, but more general in that variances of following the same method could satisfy different plans.

**Capability** The ROSETTA ontology defines **Capability** as a *property of a skill* while in PMK the property **has capability** is defined as a *property of a robot*. In KnowRob 1.0, as part of the module SRDL[31] capabilities are considered to exist when the robot has a component which enable them. In KnowRob 2.0, **Capability** is formalized as sub-class of **Quality** meaning that agents have individual qualities that may change over time, i.e., due to attrition, new software components being available, etc.

**Skill** The term of **Skill** is the core of the ROSETTA ontology where a **skill represents an action, that might be performed (by a device) in the context of a production process**. Similarly to the task-action dichotomy, skills are used to classify particular actions that occurred. However, it also implies that the robot or device has the capability to manifest the skill.

**Hardware component** The specific term of **Hardware component** is not tackled in any of the studied works. However, most of them address one or more concepts related to its notion. KnowRob includes the Semantic Robot Description Language (SRDL), which considers representations for robot hardware, among others. OROSU, from SUMO ontology, makes use of the term **Device** which is an artifact whose purpose is to serve as an instrument in a specific subclass of a process, where **Artifact** refers to any object that is the product of a making. An alike definition is found in ORO, where an **Artifact** is a specialization of inanimate object, and each instance of artifact is an at least partially tangible thing which was intentionally created by an agent partially tangible (or a group of them working together) to serve some purpose or perform some function. ROSETTA also includes the term of **Device**: an active physical object which has some skills. These notions are used to define **Sensors**. In PMK it is possible to find the terms **Actor Class** (e.g. robot components), **Sensor Class** (e.g. device components), and also the term **Artifact**, but none of those terms is defined using natural language. As we can see, definitions of hardware components are closely related to the processes and events in which they play a role.

**Software component** KnowRob includes the Semantic Robot Description Language (SRDL), which extends KnowRob with representations for robot software, among others. Terms related to

[31]The Semantic Robot Description Language (SRDL) extends KnowRob with representations for robot hardware, robot software and robot capabilities.
Table 1 List of relevant terms for the autonomous robotics domain, and their coverage in the different chosen works. Yes and No state for when the term is or not covered by the ontology of the specific framework. Note that in the cases when the term is needed and taken from the upper ontology used within the framework, and/or when the knowledge is captured using a similar term, it is considered that the term is covered. If the upper ontology contains the term but it is not used, we consider that the term is not included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>KnowRob 1/2</th>
<th>ROSETTA</th>
<th>ORO</th>
<th>CARESSES</th>
<th>OROSU</th>
<th>PMK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objects</td>
<td>Yes/Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment map</td>
<td>Yes/Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordance</td>
<td>No/Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Yes/Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>No/Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>No/No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>No/No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>No/No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan</td>
<td>No/Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>No/Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>Yes/Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill</td>
<td>No/No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Yes/Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Yes/Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>No/No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the notion of Computer-based Algorithm can be found in both OROSU and PMK. ROSETTA ontology defines Software as an abstract which has some skills.

Interaction The term of Interaction is not defined in any of the frameworks we have surveyed. Nevertheless, in PMK it is possible to find the notion of Interaction Parameter, which is defined as a data property. Note that this does not mean that the notion of Interaction is captured.

Communication In the ROSETTA ontology, Communication Property stands for the description of the communication parameters. ROSETTA actually includes the term of Communication, but as a subclass of device, which hinders the understanding of it. Therefore, we cannot say that ROSETTA defines the notion of Communication which is needed for our domain. Apart from that, the only complete and coherent definition related to Communication is found in KnowRob 1.0, where the term of Communicating is taken from the Cyc ontology. It is a specialization of purposeful action and characterized by one or more information transfer event sub-events. Each instance of Communicating is an event in which the transfer of information between agents is a focal action; communicating is the main purpose and/or goal of the event.

4.3.2 Reasoning scope
In this section we compare the selected frameworks/projects with respect to their reasoning scope. Specifically, we analyze whether or not the different frameworks are used to support robots to perform the cognitive capabilities presented in Section 3.2.

Recognition and categorization Ros et al. present a use-case where ORO is used to support object detection by disambiguating incomplete information extracted from human-robot interaction (Ros et al. 2010). Specifically, the work proposes a scenario in which a human provides
vague instructions such as: *look at that object*, where the object can correspond to several entities in the environment. The ontology is used to represent facts about the user’s visual spectrum, and the description of objects so that the system is able to infer/recognize which is the most likely object.

Within the framework of CARESSES, Menicatti et al. (Menicatti, Bruno, and Sgorbissa 2017), introduce an approach for human activity recognition where cultural information (represented using ontologies) drives the learning improving the performance of the classification/categorization. Three human activities are considered: lying on the floor, sleeping on a futon and sleeping on a bed. Specially, lying on the floor and sleeping on a futon are extremely similar classes, thus, cultural knowledge (e.g. user is from Japan), is shown to improve the performance of the recognition algorithm.

KnowRob 2.0 is concerned with acquiring experiential knowledge from observations. One of the considered modalities is the virtual reality where force interactions can be monitored trivially. However, the intention and the task that the human executes might be unknown. KnowRob uses ontologies to represent tasks as patterns of force interactions, and state changes to be able to recognize high-level activities given force event and state observations (Beßler, Porzel, et al. 2019).

**Decision making and choice** In the context of CARESSES, the robot builds a model of a person, which is represented using the ontology. The robot adapts its behavior to the facts of the knowledge base, however, the adaptation to the user is really slow using the ontology. Therefore, it is also used a Bayesian Network for speeding up the adaptation to the person by propagating the effects of acquiring one specific information onto interconnected concepts (Bruno, Recchiuto, et al. 2019).

Diab et al. describe a robot system which adapts the execution of plans with the support of the PMK ontology (Diab, Akbari, Rosell, et al. 2017; Diab, Akbari, Ud Din, et al. 2019). Based on the beliefs about the workspace (reachability of objects, feasible actions to execute, etc.), the system makes decisions about the distribution of actions among different robotic arms, and also about action’s parameters, slightly modifying the original plan.

**Perception and situation assessment** A situation assessment reasoner, which generates relations between objects in the environment and agents’ capabilities, is presented in the context of ORO (Sisbot, Ros, and Alami 2011). Being fully integrated to a complete architecture, this reasoner sends the generated symbolic knowledge to a fact base which is built on the basis of an ontology and which is accessible to the entire system. The authors discussed how, based on spatial reasoning and perspective taking, the robot is able to reason from the human’s perspective, reaching a better understanding of the human-robot interaction.

Ros et al. present a use-case where ORO is used to disambiguate incomplete information extracted from human-robot interaction (Ros et al. 2010). Specifically, the work proposes a scenario in which a human provides vague instructions such as: ‘look at that object’, where the object can correspond to several entities in the working environment. Therefore, the robot is able to assess which is the situation of the environment using the ontology.

One example of a knowledge-based perception system is RoboSherlock (Beetz, Balint-Benczedi, et al. 2015). It uses IBM’s UIMA architecture to implement an assemble of perception experts. The problem is that there is no single pipeline that can handle all the different perception tasks, e.g. the pipeline for detecting transparent or shiny objects would be different from the one to detect “regular” objects. RoboSherlock uses KnowRob to define what the different perception experts are, what input they expect, what output they generate, etc. This information, together with background knowledge KnowRob provides, is used for dynamic composition of perception pipelines.

Finally, in the PMK framework, a tagged-based vision module is proposed (Diab, Akbari, Ud Din, et al. 2019). In this module, the tags are used to detect the poses and IDs of world entities and
asserting them to the PMK to build the domain knowledge. Then, a reasoning mechanism is used to provide the reasoning predicates related to perception, object features, geometric reasoning, and situation assessment. Particularly, for situation assessment, an evaluation-based analysis is proposed which generates relations between the agent and the objects in the environment based on the perception outcomes, being, these relations used later to facilitate the planning process.

**Prediction and monitoring** One important aspect for robots that do manipulation tasks is to predict the effects of actions. KnowRob 1.0 introduced the notion of pre- and post-actors of actions (Tenorth and Beetz 2012). Pre-actors are the entities that must be known before the robot may execute the action, and post-actors describe what is expected when the action is successfully executed. For example, the task of cracking an egg would have a pre-actor of type egg that takes the role of being the destroyed entity in the action, while the yolk and the shell would be considered as created entities. Hence, the robot can predict what action it needs to execute in order to obtain some egg yolk, e.g. in case egg yolk is required in a recipe that the robot tries to cook. In KnowRob 2.0, the pre- and post-actor relations are replaced by corresponding role concepts describing roles that need to be taken by some entity when an action is performed.

**Problem solving and planning** KnowRob 2.0 uses ontologies for dynamic plan generation. This has been elaborated with respect to assembly tasks (Beßler, Pomarlan, and Beetz 2018). The rational is that the goal state, a fully assembled product, is described in an ontology, and that the robot compares its belief state with the goal state in order to infer what steps are required, and what objects are missing to build the product from parts that are available. KnowRob 1.0, on the other hand, was using action definitions axiomatized by roles that are separated into input and output of the action, and, in addition, defined a partial ordering on steps of a task (Tenorth and Beetz 2012). This information was used to generate possible sequences of steps that would execute a task such as making pancakes.

There are some works in which the knowledge used to generate a plan is represented using an ontology. However, unlike the other works presented above, the ontology is not directly used to generate the plan, it only complements the planning. Therefore, we exclude those works from the Table 2 but it is worth mentioning them. For instance, KnowRob 1.0 has been used to represent motion constraints that were used by a constraint-based motion planner to generate appropriate motions for the task ahead, and the objects involved (Tenorth, Bartels, and Beetz 2014). Another example is PMK (Diab, Akbari, Ud Din, et al. 2019), which can serve as tool for any planner to reason about task and motion planning inference requirements, such as robot capabilities, action constraints, action feasibility, and manipulation behaviors.

**Reasoning and belief maintenance** As we are only considering frameworks that use ontologies, one can also expect that some form of reasoning is supported. Be it via a standard reasoner, or by some custom rules that can infer new facts from given ones. For example, PMK and KnowRob both use predicate logic rules to work with knowledge encoded in ontologies. However, belief maintenance is not covered by all considered systems.

In the context of ORO, Warnier et al. propose a novel algorithm for belief maintenance, which relies on the use of the ORO ontology to represent facts about the environment (Warnier et al. 2012). The robot builds an individual symbolic belief state for each agent taking part in the task.

Within the CARESSES project, Bruno et al. present an algorithm for belief maintenance of person-specific knowledge, which uses culture-specific knowledge to drive the search (Bruno, Recchiuto, et al. 2019).

Diab et al. propose to use the PMK ontology to generate semantic maps of the robot’s workspace enhancing its belief maintenance (Diab, Akbari, Ud Din, et al. 2019). By means of computer vision methods, the robot detects objects and its properties (e.g. poses) and, using the ontology, it stores a symbolic representation of the workspace. A reasoning process over those
symbolic beliefs allows, for instance, to make assumptions about abstract spatial relations (e.g. cup on the table).

KnowRob 2.0 also maintains a belief state (Beßler, Pomarlan, and Beetz 2018), however, there is no detailed documentation about how the belief state is maintained, and how the system would cope with contradictory information. However, a notion of SemanticMap exists in the KnowRob ontology, and it has been used in KnowRob 1.0 to build environment representations that include spatial information and encyclopedic information about objects in the map (Tenorth, Kunze, et al. 2010).

Execution and action In order to enhance robot autonomy when executing actions, ROSETTA proposes a system which translates high-level task-oriented language (ontology-based) into either the robot native code, or calls at the level of a common API like, e.g., ROS, or both. This system is capable to handle complex, sensor-based actions, likewise the usual movement primitives (Stenmark, Malec, and Stolt 2015).

In the context of CARESSES, Sgorbissa et al. discuss how guidelines describing culturally competent assistive behaviours can be encoded in a robot to effectively tune its actions, gestures and words (Sgorbissa et al. 2018). In the same context, an online constraint-based Planner is used together with the cultural knowledge base in order to adapt the execution of the robot’s actions (Khaliq et al. 2018). When launched, the planner requests operators and actions from the Cultural Knowledge Base. During execution it listens for new goals, updates on the execution status of actions, and messages about the state of the environment and people in the environment.

Gonçalves et al. discussed how the use of the OROSU ontology is beneficial to track the execution of actions of robotics systems in medical (surgical) scenarios (Gonçalves and P. M. Torres 2015). In this work, the main purpose is to adapt the robot pose to possible unexpected motions while performing drilling tasks during a surgery. The robot pose adaptation is performed following the approach presented in (P. Torres, Gonçalves, and Martins 2015). The overall process is modeled with the OROSU ontology, which controls the robot’s actions and sub-actions and allows the user to follow the sequence of those actions.

The Cognitive Robot Abstract Machine (CRAM) is a plan executive that is grounding abstract plan descriptions such that they become executable by robots (Beetz, Möslenlechner, and Tenorth 2010). To find suitable task instantiations, CRAM uses KnowRob to, e.g. query for objects in the belief state, where they are located, how they can be operated, etc. The queries to the knowledge base are explicit steps in the plan instantiation procedure of CRAM. Nowadays, CRAM has switched to the second generation of KnowRob. KnowRob 1.0 has further been used to ontologically describe motion constraints that are used by a constrained-based motion controller to generate motions that execute a specific task (Tenorth, Bartels, and Beetz 2014). KnowRob 1.0 has also been used to transform vague task descriptions in natural language from the Internet to an ontological representation using WordNet to disambiguate word senses (Tenorth, Nyga, and Beetz 2010). Finally, the ontological representation are mapped into the robot’s plan language such that the robot can execute the task.

Interaction and communication Lemaignan et al. present a simple natural language processor which employs ORO to allow robots to dialog with humans (Lemaignan, Ros, Alami, et al. 2011). The robot parses English sentences and, by means of the knowledge base, infers the sense of the sentences and answers the human (both in English and with RDF statements). Again using the ORO ontology, in a scenario where a robot disambiguates the information provided by the user (Ros et al. 2010), the ontology triggers the robot-human interaction (e.g. asking to the user for further information).

In the scope of CARESSES, Bruno et al. describe two scenarios where human-robot speech-based interaction is adaptable by means of cultural knowledge-based assumptions (Bruno, Menicatti, et al. 2018; Bruno, Recchiuto, et al. 2019). The system stores knowledge about the
cultural information of the users, which is used by the robot’s finite state machine to control the interaction.

KnowRob 2.0 was used and extended in a research project that was concerned with mixed human-robot rescue tasks (Yazdani et al. 2018). The scenario is that a team of different robots have to locate an avalanche victim in hilly terrain where, first, a flying robot scans the area, and then, after the victim was found, the robot communicates the particular location, and an image captured by its camera to the human operator, and to the other robots. KnowRob’s ontology is used to represent the communication acts. However, the communication was not natural but was using a custom protocol.

**Remembering, reflection, and learning** Different approaches combining ontologies and robot learning are proposed in the context of ROSETTA. First, ontologies are used to support the kinesthetic teaching so that the learned primitives are semantically represented as skills (Stenmark, Haage, et al. 2018). Second, Topp et al. discuss how the representation of already learned robot’s skills enhances the transfer of knowledge from one robot to others (Elin A Topp et al. 2018).

KnowRob 2.0 introduces the notion of *narrative-enabled episodic memories* (NEEMs) (Beetz, Beßler, Haidu, et al. 2018). Each time a robot performs a task, a detailed story about the activity is stored. The story includes a narrative represented in an ontology that describes what events occurred, when they occurred, and what objects play what roles for the events. The narrative is coupled with control-level data such that learning mechanisms can correlate parts of the narrative to the control level data that was monitored during execution. Earlier, in the context of KnowRob 1.0, the knowledge web service openEASE was introduced (Beetz, Tenorth, and Winkler 2015). openEASE is used as a central storage for experiential knowledge, and it has been adopted for KnowRob 2.0 as a storage for NEEMs.

### 4.3.3 Application domain scope

In order to finish the comparison of the different works, in this section, we discuss in which domain they have been applied. Recall that, following the classification proposed in Section 3.3, two main domains are considered: industrial and service robotics. Along this section, we will specialized those upper-level-domains into the more specific sub-domains where the frameworks were used.

In principle, it is noticed that most of the frameworks were conceived to be used in service scenarios. Indeed, the only framework which is intended to be used in industrial scenarios is ROSETTA, whose case studies solve industrial problems such as: human-friendly robot programming, safe human-robot interaction, etc. Moving to the frameworks focused on service robotics, ORO proposes case studies where the robot is meant to perform everyday activities which usually take place in houses or similar environments such as human activity recognition, human-robot speech interaction, etc. Closely related to it, we find the case of KnowRob, which is used in the framework of household scenarios, but also in scenarios where the robot is expected to perform some professional service tasks (e.g. cooking, in-store logistic processes, etc.). PMK presents cases studies where the principle aim is to enhance robot manipulation, which is a general purpose robot ability which could potentially be used in a wide range of scenarios. Nevertheless, PMK has not been used nor thought to be used in industrial scenarios, thus, we can consider it behind the umbrella of the service robotics domain. CARESSES is entirely developed towards the assistance of elder people by means of autonomous robots with cultural-related knowledge. Finally, OROSU is mainly applied to the medical domain, particularly, the surgical robotics sub-domain. In the Table 3, we provide a summary of the previous discussion.

### 4.4 Excluded frameworks/projects

In this section, we give a flavor of some projects which, while having been considered for our analysis, were discarded following our inclusion criteria (see Section 4.1.2). Table 4 shows which of the criteria are met or not by these projects.
Ontology-based Approaches to Robot Autonomy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Capability</th>
<th>KnowRob</th>
<th>ROSETTA</th>
<th>ORO</th>
<th>CARESES</th>
<th>OROSU</th>
<th>PMK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition and categorization</td>
<td>Beßler et al. 2019</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ros et al. 2019</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Diab et al. 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision making and choice</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Bruno et al. 2019</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception and situation assessment</td>
<td>Beetz et al. 2015</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ros et al. 2010</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Diab et al. 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction and monitoring</td>
<td>Tenorth et al. 2012</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving and planning</td>
<td>Beßler et al. 2018</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution and action</td>
<td>Beetz et al. 2015</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Tenorth et al. 2014</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Gonçalves et al. 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction and communication</td>
<td>Yazdani et al. 2018</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ros et al. 2010</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembering, reflection and learning</td>
<td>Beetz, Beßler, Haidu et al. 2018</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Tenorth and Winkler 2018</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 List of cognitive capabilities for the autonomous robotics domain and their coverage in the different chosen frameworks/ontologies. It is possible to find the reference to the articles in which the different reasoning capabilities are addressed using the ontologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>KnowRob</th>
<th>ROSETTA</th>
<th>ORO</th>
<th>CARESES</th>
<th>OROSU</th>
<th>PMK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Domain</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Application domain for each chosen work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion Criterion</th>
<th>RoboBrain</th>
<th>OMRKF</th>
<th>OUR-K</th>
<th>REHABROBO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Ontology scope</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Reasoning scope</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Transparency</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Curation</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Accessibility</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Inclusion criteria applied to some excluded projects. yes indicates that the criterion is met, no that it is not met, and - is written when it is unknown.
RoboBrain  RoboBrain (Saxena et al. 2014) releases on the Web a huge robot knowledge base where robots can share their experiences and learn. RoboBrain is a large-scale computational system that learns from publicly available Internet resources (e.g., Wikipedia, WordNet, ImageNet, Freebase, OpenCyc), computer simulations, and real-life robot trials. The knowledge is represented in a graph with thousand of nodes and edges. This project presents a relevant effort towards the use of knowledge in robotics and it is continuously maintained. Nonetheless, the developed framework does not use, nor it seems it is planned to start doing it, a concrete formalization of the knowledge based on ontologies, which makes it eligible to be excluded from our analysis.

OMRKF  Ontology-based Multi-layered Robot Knowledge Framework (OMRKF) (Il Hong Suh et al. 2007), aims at enhancing robots intelligence by integrating low-level data with high-level knowledge into the same framework. OMRKF has four levels of knowledge, each of them split into three levels: (a) model (object feature, object and space); (b) context (spatial, temporal and high-level); (c) perception (numerical descriptor, visual feature and visual concept); and (d) activity (behavior, task and service). In this context, knowledge representation helps robots to execute sequenced behaviors by just specifying the high level service and also how the robot can recognize objects even when the knowledge is not complete. This system means a good effort towards cognitive autonomous robots. However, it has not been possible to find any available material nor enough documentation, hence, the project is excluded.

OUR-K  Ontology-based Unified Robot Knowledge (OUR-K) is a framework that integrates low-level data with high-level knowledge for robot intelligence in service robotics scenarios (Gi Hyun Lim, Il Hong Suh, and Hyowon Suh 2010). It seems to be an extension of OMRKF, because they share some similarities and authors. The framework consist of three parts: (a) knowledge description, (b) knowledge association, and (c) application. The former takes care of the representation of knowledge (low-level data and high-level knowledge) by using five classes of entities: features, objects, spaces, contexts and actions. Knowledge association specifies the relationships between different descriptions allowing several inference methods (logics, bayesian inference, heuristics). Finally, the descriptions and their relationships are used in several applications: navigation, action selection, object recognition, context awareness, planning and object manipulation. Lim (Gi Hyun Lim 2019), presents how OUR-K is used in some case studies where the knowledge the robot holds is incomplete. This framework seems to be beneficial to our domain and it could be included in our analysis if it were not for the absence of available resources. None the ontology nor the framework have been found in public repositories. Therefore, it is not included in our review.

REHABROBO  REHABROBO-QUERY (Dogmus, Erdem, and Patoglu 2019) is a web based software which allows robot designers to add, modify and consult information about their rehabilitation robots. This information is stored using a the formal ontology REHABROBO-ONTO (Dogmus, Erdem, and Patoglu 2015). The whole system is available on the cloud, utilizing Amazon EC2. REHABROBO-QUERY is accessible through a web page hosted on Amazon servers. The whole framework turns into a useful tool when your intention is to store/consult descriptions of rehabilitation robots (e.g. robot parts, capabilities, etc.). Nevertheless, it remains unclear how this system could be utilized to equip robots with autonomy, indeed, the system has not been used to solve any of the reasoning problems proposed in Section Moreover, there does not exist a simple way of accessing to the OWL file of the ontology and the Amazon server they use is not fully free. It was decided then, not to include this work in our analysis.

http://robobrain.me/index.html
http://ec2-54-228-52-230.eu-west-1.compute.amazonaws.com/rehabrobo/
5 Discussion

In this section, we summarize the most relevant findings on the review of projects/frameworks which use ontologies to support robot autonomy (see Section 4.3). Recall that following the literature search and the inclusion criteria presented in Section 4.1 from the initial ten found projects, we focused on six (see Section 4.2). In Section 4.4, we present a brief explanation of the excluded projects and the reasons why they were not analyzed in depth.

In general, we consider that the six selected projects provided enough information to allow to reuse and reproduce the results. It is worth mentioning though, the fact that KnowRob was utterly well documented, including code, ontologies, as well as wiki pages explaining how to install and to use the different tools. It is also true that KnowRob is one of the very first frameworks which made use of ontologies for autonomous robots, meanwhile, other projects are much more recent. One important fact is that only one of the projects seems not to be maintained anymore, ORO. Probably, the reason is that it was a project partially developed by the same researchers who started developing KnowRob. However, ORO is probably the second best documented project. Therefore, even though it is not currently maintained, it would still be possible to reuse some parts of it.

The first classification criteria proposed in our work concerns about the ontological scope of the projects, namely which terms are covered by the projects’ ontologies (see Section 3.1). Every project that fulfilled our selection criteria defines their own domain ontologies. These are, in all cases, derived from well known foundational ontologies (i.e., SUMO, DUL, and Cyc) that are represented in different ontology languages (i.e., SUO-KIF, OWL, CycL). Looking at the Table 1, we can see how most of the projects include the terms Action and Task to capture the notion of robots acting and causing changes in their environment. In the same table, we observe that Behavior, Function and Method are only rarely covered. This is rather surprising given the fact that they are extremely related to applications where agents execute actions. We think that this is the case due to their polysemous nature, therefore, more work is needed in order to come up with a standard definition for them. Some other terms such as Plan, Capability, Hardware and Software are defined by at least half of the surveyed projects, which indicates that they are relevant for the domain but still it is necessary to continue working on them. We also discovered that the terms Interaction and Communication are not defined in any of the projects, even though some projects propose scenarios where robots interact and communicate with other agents (e.g. humans). Hence, no reasoning is done in this regard. Surprisingly, some other terms with strong connotation in robotics such as Activity and Skill are also only rarely considered in formal models. In general, we have identified the existence of inconsistencies and different points of view from one framework to another. Therefore, we believe that it is necessary to work towards an agreement on the definition for the relevant terms in our domain.

The second classification criteria that we propose is related to the reasoning scope of the ontologies of each of the projects (see Section 3.2). In other words, which cognitive capabilities of autonomous robots have already been supported by those ontologies. Our review has shown that a wide range of cognitive capabilities are already covered, at least in a prototypical way, by knowledge-based approaches that employ ontologies (see Table 2). From the nine cognitive capabilities considered in this work, two are commonly tackled within the studied frameworks: reasoning and belief maintenance, and execution and action. Reasoning and belief maintenance are well supported by many ontology formalisms as standard reasoners exist that can perform this tasks automatically. On the other hand, robots are essentially developed to automatize the execution of actions; hence, it is understandable to also find several works tackling this task. Surprisingly, important cognitive capabilities such as: decision making, problem solving and planning, are only tackled in a few projects. Probably, the existence of other widely used formalisms to do planning (e.g. PDDL) is the principal reason which explains this fact. Finally, in the table we can also see how ontologies have been used for learning tasks. We think that
considering the current trend of non-explainable machine learning approaches, the formal and logical nature of ontologies could be beneficial in robot learning applications.

Lastly, we also studied the application domain of the selected projects. Most of the projects were conceived with the purpose of being used in service robotics applications. Indeed, just ROSETTA was specifically designed for industrial robotics applications. Nevertheless, the rest of the frameworks could be adapted to be useful in industrial settings too.

Considering the work presented in this article, it is possible to state that ontologies have proved to be valuable for the robotics domain in order to support robot autonomy. It is true, however, that the great effort done by all the frameworks discussed in this paper should be continued and extended with new applications. Furthermore, it is still pending to promote the reuse of existing ontologies, which seeks for homogeneity and interchangeability among different frameworks. This will only be possible if researchers share and properly document their contributions. Indeed, the spread of standard conceptualizations would also help to achieve the previous purpose. In this regard, we have summarized the content of our article on a web page where users can access the major findings of our work. Our aim is to continuously maintain and improve this page to provide researchers and ontology users easy access to related work. Specifically, the page allows to search/select by projects and by each of the three scopes proposed along our work.

As a final remark, we consider that if the research community keeps working on the current direction and is able to solve the issues related to reusability, ontologies could become essential in topics such as explainable robots, ethics-aware robots, and robust and safe human-robot interaction as they are a tool to relax the programming effort required to deliver robots that are adaptive.

6 Conclusion

In this manuscript, we have systematically searched for projects in the intersection of ontologies and autonomous robotics, and have compared them according to what terms are defined in their ontologies, how these terms are used to support different cognitive capabilities of a robot, and in which application domain they are used. The study has shown that a wide range of cognitive capabilities is already covered by existing frameworks, however, often only in a prototypical form. A few projects were sufficiently documented to be fully assessed, and each of them builds on-top of a well known foundational ontology that is used to conceptualize parts of the autonomous robotics domain. We believe that such a formal conceptualization of the robotics domain is an important factor to relax the programming effort required to match the expectations on research and industry to deliver robots that can autonomously perform a large variety of tasks in a large variety of environments.
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